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FlagView HistoryLet set me a scene: You are in your most comfortable chair, sitting in front of your computer, with low lights, with low lights, much more of a city. You're about to conquer Rome. The sun has just set and you don't plan to stop until the sun comes back. I assume you've already put on a toga (see
instructions, below). It's time to crush anyone who stands in your way. But how? I wrote this strategy guide because there was a certain lack of basic Rome: Total War strategy elsewhere. Even the official strategy guide is just page by page photography units. Excellent - that's how they look - but how do you use them?
We want a little vici, not just vidi! Don't be afraid, Roman. Whether you are new to the game or you are an advanced player who just wants to compare notes, this strategy guide will go over what it takes to win a single player's game campaign. It will also cover some common strategies that you can apply to historical
missions and even multiplayer, although the online crowd will prove to be your toughest opponent. The cornerstone of my strategy is what I would call Smackus Maximus. The secret is to always put the most pressure on the weakest place of your enemy. It's all about having the best economy, the best generals, the best
governors, and the best fighting tactics - fighting fought on your terms is a fight you can't lose! Read on to find out how Smackus Maximus can work for you. This wiki has been automatically converted from Rome: Total War Guide (PC) guide to and may require cleaning. Please help improve this wiki if you can, and
remove this notification if necessary. Help members If you're not familiar with editing our wikis, this simple How-to Wiki guide shows you how to get started. If you're not sure about something, feel free to ask the staff or tag a page you're having problems with (please be sure to tell us about the problem or cause). The
next army of naval units prev army fleet, transport by sea This basic formation is the basis of any ancient army. It could consist of either poorly trained slaves or elite Roman triariums. These units often have many special abilities, allowing rapid movement on the battlefield and guaranteeing bonuses in battles with cavalry
or in the case of Greek factions, allowing you to turn into the phalanx. You will find here Germanic tribal units, elite triaries or exotic Numid spearmen. Pike infantryThis kind of infantry was equipped with several meters of pike that can used to create a phalanx. Unlike the spear infantry, pike infantry hits the enemy from a
safe distance, slowly destroying enemy units and having small losses. Unfortunately, this formation has one big drawback: maneuvering such units is very difficult, so they can be easily washed and destroyed. Charging the back of the phalanx almost always leads to its destruction. You will find here and Egyptian pike,
and the Greek Royal Guard. Middle InfantryThis formation is equipped with melee weapons such as axes or swords. These units are usually characterized by better attack abilities and higher damage than spearmen, so they are usually used to break enemy lines. They are especially useful when colliding with the best
armored enemy units. In this category you will find axes, Roman hastati or berserkers. Missile infantryThis infantry, equipped with missile weapons, is used to pursue the enemy continuous attacks. You'll find slings, archers or javelinmen here - each of them serves to reduce the number of enemy units. Unfortunately,
these troops are very poorly armored, so one decisive charge of cavalry or chariots can destroy even the entire detachment. Depending on the weapons, they can be placed directly behind a heavy infantry line (arrows, slings) or in front of it - skirmishes equipped with spears, quickly force the enemy to take offensive
actions. Cavalry meleeit light armored cavalry, serving rather as auxiliary units that main strike force. These units can easily attack firefights or enemy light infantry, but must avoid collisions with spearmen or heavy armored infantry, which can stand cavalry charge. You will find Roman equity or An Arab cavalry here.
Strike cavalryThis a heavy cavalry capable of destroying even the average armored enemy infantry. When they get to the flank of the enemy army, they can easily force him to retreat. Their worst enemy is a large number of heavy armored spearmen and pike. In the percussion cavalry you will find Sarmatian lancers and
Greek catafrazes among others. Missile cavalry, as well as missile infantry, this type of cavalry is equipped with missile weapons. Thanks to its high mobility, it is able to easily attack the open flanks of the enemy formation and without problems to get to light armored enemy units. Its biggest drawback is the very low
efficiency in melee and often very weak armor. He must avoid enemy missile units and cavalry, however, in clashes with other formations he will almost always win. Rocket cavalry usually comes from the steppes and deserts, so you can find Sarmatian raiders and cavalry among others. ChariotOr antique tank. They are
very armored, mobile and are able to shoot at the enemy. They are mainly used to break up enemy formations. They work great during the charge, especially on light and medium armored enemy units. Unfortunately, their biggest is a small size and vulnerability to long-term melee. An experienced chariot commander
must use them to carry out the charge and then remove them to prepare the next attack. Elephant animals, like chariots, are used to break enemy lines, but unlike military vehicles they can stand longer in close combat. On the other hand, they are much more vulnerable to projectiles - flaming arrows or spears can
quickly deplete their numbers. There are two types of elephants in the game: Indian and African, available in the Far East and North Africa.War machines You will find here many types of machines used to throw heavy shells or arrows towards the enemy. Ballistas, scorpions or onagers have the greatest range within all
distance blocks, but there is also one, huge drawback - their limited mobility makes them very vulnerable, so they need to be constantly protected by infantry units. Military vehicles are indispensable during sieges - they can destroy enemy defenses, allowing your troops to storm the enemy settlement. The next army of
navy prev units, Transport by Sea Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB and iBooks Free iOS App Ready for All-Out War? The Total War: Rome II guidebook is mainly for beginners, especially for players who play Total War for the first time in a series of strategic games. But more experienced generals will also
find interesting information here. The Total War: Rome II guidebook is mainly for beginners, especially for players who play Total War for the first time in a series of strategic games. But more experienced generals will also find interesting information here. The guide was written based on the level of difficulty: Hard. It's the
perfect balance between mindless hack and slash at an easy level of complexity and complex gameplay, full of careful calculation and risky tricks at the legendary level of difficulty. Below you'll find, among other things: Basic information for novice generalsAdvice to facilitate the completion of the Prologue Information on
the expansion of the empire with samples of the provincesSubscribing the formation and functioning of the army, Fleet and AgentsPismen tactical battles along with examplesSubscribe factionsSy has taken the first steps in the campaign for these factions Slawomir Asmodeus Mihniewski (www.gamepressure.com)
Translation: Maciej : Slawomir Asmodeusz Michniewski for gamepressure.com Translator : Maciej Erlond Mircea Last update : May 5, 2016 Guide contains : 60 pages, 326 images. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes in this guide. Total War: Rome II Strategy Guide Video 16 Files 32 Images 65
Extensions 14 Series DOWNLOAD GUIDE Get an e-book version of this guide: JOIN FOR UPDATES Join the Facebook Youtube Gaming Community Twitter Guide You Don't copy any image, text or information from this page. This site is a site and/or approved by SEGA or Creative Assembly. All logos and images are
copyrighted by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2020 GRY-Online S.A. for gamepressure.com, unofficial game guides, step-by-step guides, secrets, game tips, maps and strategies for the best games. B C D E F H I J M N N N P R S T U W Armies in Rome: Total War consists of one or more military units
under the command of a general (a member of the ruling family) or a smaller captain (commander taken from the ranks). One class of units can never be trained: the general's bodyguard unit. They are provided free of charge to each new member of the ruling faction family. However, they can be retrained and equipped
with higher quality weapons. The general's bodyguard is disbanded when the general dies. Training all other units uses three resources: time, money and men. Each unit takes at least one turn on training, has cash costs and uses the population from the settlement where it is trained. The units also cost money for
wages, expenses and equipment after they have been trained. This cost of content is automatically paid, and can become a significant expense at every turn! Military buildings in the village determine which units can be trained there. The scroll of the construction browser shows which buildings produce units. The
barbaric factions have a different set of buildings in their technological tree, but the principle remains the same. Same.
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